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Abstract. Indoor skiing training is one of the ways to 

improve athletes' sports level in non-snow season. In 

order to train more scientifically, it is necessary to 

extract the main features of the skiing process and 

analyze and generate guidance opinions. In this 

paper, We used the video to extract the three 

dimensional space coordinates of the athlete's body, 

and constructed the P matrix based on this. Through 

the principal components of the complete sports 

behavior data (P matrix), we obtain the main 

characteristic behaviors of athletes. Our experiment 

shows that the main characteristic behaviors can 

better reconstruct and predict the ski space 

trajectory, and further, these main characteristic 

behaviors can be used to evaluate the skiing level of 

individual athletes. In addition, we also studied the 

application of the main characteristic behaviors of 

skiing in groups. We dig out the group characteristics 

of different groups and use them to calculate the 

degree of belonging between individuals and groups. 

Furthermore, the mapping of different individuals on 

group characteristics can better reflect the degree of 

intimacy between different individuals. With the 

continuous enrichment of horizontal data sets, we 

hope that this technology can be applied to various 

sports.  
 

Keywords: Spatial Trajectory, Behavior Modeling, 

Characteristic Recognition, Group Characteristic 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the competition date of the 24th Winter Olympic 

Games approaching, athletes from all over the world are 

in urgent need of improving their skiing skills. Due to 

seasonal restrictions, indoor skiing became the choice for 

athletes to train during the Non-Snow season, Many 

companies such as Skytech in Germany, Proski in the 

Czech Republic and Maxxtracks in the Netherlands have 

developed various forms of indoor ski training platforms. 

Most researchers focus on the study of how athletes can 

obtain a more realistic sense of presence on these 

platforms[1,2], but less on the analysis of the characteristic 

behavior structure during the skiing process of athletes, 

and based on this, give digital guidance. For indoor 

skiing, which has strong continuity, fuzzy segmentation 

and abstract semantics, the traditional Hidden Markov 

Model is very effective for a specific set of behaviors, but 

it is difficult to integrate the patterns in the time domain 

on different time scales[3], and modern machine learning 

methods are difficult to extract the pattrns with small 

amount of data and lack of typical labels. We present a 

new method to identify the behavioral structures behind 

the spatial trajectory of the human body in indoor skiing, 

which are represented by a set of characteristic behaviors 

that are a major component of the behavioral dataset of 

individual athletes. 

To carry out this work, it is first necessary to obtain 

accurate human spatial coordinates. For human body 

posture capture, optical motion capture devices are 

mostly used for indoor posture capture. Researchers have 

continuously improved the speed and accuracy of optical 

motion capture from depth cameras[4] to ordinary 

cameras[5], from multiple cameras[6] to single cameras[7]. 

With the help of deep learning technology[5,8], optical 

motion capture technology has matured. After obtaining 

the human body's spatial trajectory, its behavior structure 

can be analyzed. The behavior structure analysis of the 

spatial trajectory is currently less applied to sports, and 

more applied to urban calculations[9]. The trajectory 

pattern mining, spatio-temporal data mining, and 

location-based social network research proposed by 

Zheng Yu of Microsoft Research Asia in the book[9] are 

similar to the multi-joint spatial trajectory in indoor 

skiing in terms of problem attributes. In order to conduct 

trajectory pattern mining better, researchers have 

proposed many trajectory data clustering theories and 

algorithms[10-13] to group trajectory segments. Lee 

proposed the TRACL framework[10] to divide the 

planning area, but the framework lacks time information; 

Kalnis introduced the concept of mobile clusters[11], 

which classifies trajectory segments through the 

common objects in the spatial cluster sequence that 

appear in a continuous time higher than a certain 

threshold; In order to make the trajectory spatial clusters 

have more free shapes, Jeung proposed the concept of 

Convey[12] ， but this also brings the problem of 

continuous time constraints, Li introduced a trajectory 
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mode Swarm[13] to solve this problem. After the 

trajectory segment is obtained, the trajectory-based 

motion pattern recognition can be performed. The 

methods to solve this problem are divided into 

supervised methods and unsupervised methods. The 

classic and effective supervised method is dynamic 

Bayes Network(DBNs)、Hidden Markov Model(HMM) 

and Conditional Random Field(CRF). These methods 

have achieved good recognition accuracy in continuous 

trajectory recognition; the development of unsupervised 

methods in this respect is far less than that of supervised 

methods, and the commonly used methods include 

Principal Component Analysis[15,16] and Potential 

Dirichlet Distribution. 

In this paper, in order to identify the behavioral structure 

behind the spatial trajectory of the human body in indoor 

skiing, we extracted the main components of the 

individual athlete's sliding data in the time series. These 

main components cover the athlete's "characteristic 

behavior space" and describe the behavior changes of the 

athlete during the sliding process. We define the P matrix 

to represent the human body posture data in continuous 

time, and extract the eigenvector of its covariance matrix 

as the main characteristic behavior. By linearly 

combining all characteristic behaviors, the athlete’s 

skiing behavior can be constructed. Experiments have 

shown that using only six main characteristic behaviors, 

that is, the characteristic behavior with the largest 

eigenvalue, the athlete’s skiing behavior can be 

reconstructed with more than 95% accuracy. Through 

this construction model, the main characteristic behavior 

can be used to predict the subsequent behavior of 

individual athletes. In subsequent experiments, we 

proved that the main characteristic behavior can not only 

be applied to individuals, but also describe the "group 

behavior" of athletes. Different athlete groups have 

different group characteristic behaviors. Group 

characteristic behaviors are used to express the common 

characteristics of individuals within the group, and the 

degree of similarity between individual characteristic 

behavior and group characteristic behavior can be used to 

indicate the degree of closeness between the individual 

and the group. Further, we can map two individuals in the 

behavior space of a certain group and compare the degree 

of closeness between two individuals relative to a certain 

group to describe the degree of closeness between two 

individuals. 

 

2. DEVICE AND METHOD 

2.1. Device 

In order to analyze the characteristic behavior structure 

of the human spatial trajectory in indoor skiing, we need 

to build a corresponding experimental platform. We 

choose the German Skytech platform as the indoor skiing 

platform. Based on the construction environment and 

model training effect, we refer to the literature[8] to build 

a motion capture environment (Figure 1.), and store the 

athlete's posture data during the skiing process as a (.npy) 

file in the form of spatial coordinates. In the experiment, 

we selected 40 volunteers, of which 3 were professional 

athletes, and the rest were students at school. The skiing 

level of these students was distributed at different levels. 

Each participant tested for 30s, and the camera 

parameters were 1080P and 60fps. 

 

 

 

2.2. Method 

On the ski platform, it is difficult to divide the skiing 

movement in continuous time into typical movements, 

but for the ski coaches, they will intuitively regard the 

whole movement as a left turn state, a transition state and 

a right turn state. Of course, the entire sports sequence 

can be subdivided into many (n) parts under different 

evaluation criteria. As individual athletes have different 

skiing levels and skiing habits, the value of n is also 

different. Due to the small amount of data and lack of 

typical labels, we use an unsupervised method of 

self-organizing mapping(SOM) to segment the trajectory. 

Figure 2. shows the segmentation results of 5 volunteers 

with different ski levels. Analyzing the sliding trajectory 

under the complete time series, each volunteers always 

shows many repeated similar behavior patterns, and 

these repeated similar behavior patterns are not unique 

characteristics of individual volunteers. We focus on a 

specific technology to quantify these general behavior 

patterns of individual athletes and athlete groups, and 

construct the behavioral structure of the human body's 

spatial trajectory behavior in indoor skiing through the 

main characteristics. Figure 3. visually shows the P 

matrix (a participant) that we constructed to describe the 

spatial trajectory of the human body , namely 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦), a 

two-dimensional D matrix composed of 17 joint position 

information, in which D is the continuous time point in 

the skiing time series.In order to facilitate the analysis, 

we will transpose the P matrix to 𝑃′ , a normalized 

two-dimensional array of D*K (where K is 17*n). 𝛾𝑖 is 

the i-th row of 𝑃′ , representing the behavior of the 

volunteer at time i; 𝛾𝑖 can be mapped to a point in the 

K-dimensional space, which is composed of the 

normalized values of the 17 joint points of the human 

body, and the behavior in continuous time D can be 

described as a collection of points in this space. We use a 

subset of the K-dimensional space to define the 

characteristic behavior space of skiers, , that is, six main 

feature behaviors are extracted from the ski sequence 

through principal component analysis (Figure 5.) to 

constitute the feature behavior space. Through these 

main characteristic behaviors, we identify the 

characteristic behavior structure of the human body 

Fig. 1  body coordinate point extraction from skiing video. 
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space trajectory in indoor skiing. We found that the 

characteristic behaviors of athletes of similar level have a 

certain degree of clustering in space. Based on this, we 

define the group characteristic behavior W matrix and 

define the weight index 𝛩𝑖  of the individual mapping 

under the i-th group, and through this index, we can 

calculate the degree of closeness 𝜀𝑖𝑗
2  between the new 

member and each individual in the group. 

3. RESULT 

3.1. Self Organizing Map 

The ski posture data of 5 volunteers are selected for 

iterative training, and the results are shown in Figure 2. 

In Figure 2(a) are high-level athletes, (b-c) are 

middle-level volunteers, and (d-e) are low-level student 

volunteers. We use different colors to represent different 

excitatory neurons. It can be seen that athletes of 

different levels have different spatial trajectories, but 

their behavior patterns can basically be divided into three 

categories (left turn state, right turn state, transition state). 

Simple unsupervised classification has a relatively good 

effect on different sports modes, but for athletes of 

different levels, simple mode classification cannot 

characterize their ability levels. Based on the above 

experimental results, we hope to dig out the spatial 

trajectory characteristic behavior structure of these 

volunteers. It can be seen from Figure 2 that although the 

five athletes can be divided into three types from the 

perspective of color (classification), the spatial trajectory 

of each of them is different, that is, each person’s skiing 

spatial trajectory has its own uniqueness. There are 

public models behind these unique models. How to apply 

this mode to analyze skiing sports will be explained in 

detail in the next part. 
 

 

 

3.2. Eigen Behavior Structure In Skiing 

In order to analyze the characteristic behavior structure 

of the human body's spatial trajectory in indoor skiing, 

we collected skiing videos of 40 volunteers in continuous 

time, and extracted the posture data of each moment. For 

each participant, we use the posture data Υ1, Υ2, Υ3, … , Υ𝐷 

at 1000 moments (D=1000), and the moment as the 

vertical axis; the horizontal axis is the posture under the 

17 joints of the human body Coordinate data. Figure 3. is 

the P matrix of the subject corresponding to the image in 

Figure 2(a). The abscissa of the P matrix uses the 

Person_Keypoints labeling method under the COCO 

data set. It can be seen from Figuire 3 that the spatial 

trajectory of each joint in the time series shows a more 

obvious periodic structure, of which 5-6 key points (left 

and right shoulders) , 13-16 key points (left and right 

knees, left and right ankles) change process is 

particularly obvious. We also list the P matrices of 

several other volunteers in Figuer 2. ,and a-d in Figure 4 

correspond to b-e in Figure 2. It can be seen from Figure 

4 that the posture transformation of the P matrix of 

athletes of different levels is different, and the 

transformation mode is also different. Intuitively, due to 

the irregularities of the low-level volunteers and the 

convergence of the skiing posture, their spatial 

trajectories are more "sticky" and "sparse". But in terms 

of the value (color) and distribution of the P matrix, the 

five volunteers have some similar patterns, that is, the 

unique pattern of the human body space trajectory in 

indoor skiing. 
 

 

 

 

 

The P matrix of each subject is composed of posture data 

at 1000 moments. The average posture of an individual 

Fig. 2  movement track and classification of 5 volunteers. 

 

Fig. 3  the P matrix of a high-level athlete. 

 

Fig. 4  the P matrix of the remaining four volunteers in Figure 2. 
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can be defined as 𝛹  and 𝛷𝑖  is the deviation of the 

average value of a certain moment from all moments. 

1

1 D

n

nD =

 =   (1) 

i i
 =  −  (2) 

We perform principal component analysis on the 

deviation vector to generate a set of (M) orthogonal 

vectors 𝛼 . When they are linearly combined with the 

scalar value 𝜆  corresponding to each vector, they can 

well describe the data of the skier’s spatial trajectory 

behavior. distributed. These orthogonal vectors α and 

scalar values corresponding to each vector, they can well 

describe the data of the skier’s spatial trajectory behavior. 

distributed. These orthogonal vectors 𝛼 and scalar values 

𝜆 correspond to the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the 

covariance matrix composed of deviation vectors. 

1

1 1M
T T

n n

n

C XX
M M=

=   =  (3) 

Where X is the deviation vector matrix 𝑋 =
[𝛷1, 𝛷2, 𝛷3, … , 𝛷𝑛], the spatial trajectory characteristic 

behavior of skiers, that is, the eigenvectors of the C 

matrix are sorted according to their corresponding 

eigenvalues. We deem that the vector with the highest 

eigenvalue is the most important characteristic behavior 

of an individual. The athlete's main characteristic 

behavior constitutes a behavior space, and the postures at 

D moments can be projected with different accuracy in 

this space, and the more the main characteristic 

behaviors are used, the more accurate the reconstructed 

posture will be. It can be seen from Figure 5 that when 

six main characteristic behaviors are selected, the 

reconstructed posture is 95% similar to the posture 

reconstructed using all the characteristic behaviors. We 

conclude that the spatial trajectory of human posture 

during skiing is composed of six main characteristic 

behaviors. Using these six main characteristic behaviors 

can reconstruct the spatial trajectory of the human body 

posture during skiing, and predict the subsequent 

behavior of individual athletes. 
 

 

 

We compare the main characteristic behaviors of 5 

volunteers. The skiing level of the 5 volunteers in 

descending order is (a)>(c)>(b)>(d)>(e), which is also 

consistent with the correlation between the main 

characteristic behaviors in Figure 6. Based on the data 

verification of 40 volunteers, We give an evaluation 

index (grade classification index) for skiers’ sports level, 

that is, the Nth main feature and the N+1th main feature 

behavior are numerically different, and considering the 

weight ratio of the main feature behavior, the confidence 

is the highest when N is set to 1. However, the main 

characteristics of the five athletes in Figure 6 have the 

same changing trend, which is also the "public feature" 

of indoor skiing. We will explain in the next section that 

the main characteristic behaviors of individual athletes 

can not only be applied to individuals, but also represent 

the "cluster behavior" of group athletes. Different groups 

of athletes have their own "behavior spaces". The 

characteristic behaviors in the group "behavior space" 

are often used to characterize the common characteristics 

of the group, and the degree of similarity between 

individuals and the group can be used to characterize the 

degree of contact between the individual and the group. 
 

 

 

3.3. Eigen Behavior In Skiing Group 

In the previous part, we have demonstrated the method of 

capturing the spatial trajectory of the human body in 

indoor skiing. For high-dimensional data in continuous 

time, we have performed unsupervised clustering 

classification, but simple classification cannot describe 

the skiing characteristics of different athletes. We used 

principal component analysis to obtain the main 

characteristic behaviors of each volunteer, reconstructed 

the skiing process, and unearthed the sports levels of 

different athletes. And using these "motion features" can 

also be combined with the first half of the trajectory data 

to predict and generate the second half of the trajectory 

data. Because the subjects are all doing the same sport, 

namely indoor skiing, the main characteristics of the 

subjects have a common pattern, which is also the 

"public mode" of indoor skiing. However, under this 

"public mode", different groups are subdivided, that is, 

for skiers of different levels, different "level groups" will 

be spawned, and the characteristic behaviors of athletes 

Fig. 6  the ranks of the five volunteers in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 5  Reconstruction results of main features in different 

quantities behaviors. 
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of similar level will be clustered in the "behavior space", 

evolving into 3 types of typical "group collections"; 

These "group collections" have their own "group 

characteristic behaviors." The degree of similarity 

between a new skier and each "group characteristic 

behavior" can be used to characterize the degree of 

contact between the individual and the "group collection", 

and then infer the affiliation of the athlete with each 

group. 

The spatial distribution of the main characteristic 

behaviors of indoor skiing is shown in Figure 7. It can be 

seen that these 40 subjects are distributed in 3 different 

"hierarchical groups" (we use different colors to indicate 

different groups), and we then give the calculation of the 

"group characteristic behavior" of each group.  

 

 

 

We arrange the main characteristic behaviors of different 

individuals in each group in rows to generate a new S 

matrix, which has the same spatial meaning as the P 

matrix. Similarly, we decentralize the S matrix, extract 

the eigenvectors and eigenvalues after obtaining the 

covariance matrix, and use this as the "group 

characteristic behavior" of the group. Now suppose there 

are H groups, we arrange the characteristic behaviors of 

each group in rows to generate a W matrix, that is, 𝑊 =

[𝜔1, 𝜔2, 𝜔3, … , 𝜔𝑛].The characteristic behavior Γ of the 

new individual can be projected to the characteristic 

behavior space of the i-th group through the following 

transformation. 

( )i i iW =   −  (4) 

Where 𝐾 = 1,2,3, … , 𝐻, 𝛹𝑖 is the average behavior of the 

i-th group, 𝛩𝑖 = [𝜃1
𝑖 , 𝜃2

𝑖 , 𝜃3
𝑖 , … , 𝜃𝑛

𝑖 ]is the weight matrix 

after the mapping, which is also the best weighting ratio 

that makes the new individual closest to the i-th group. 

The scalar value given by each element in the matrix 

corresponds to the importance of each "group 

characteristic behavior" when reconstructing a new 

individual. Similarly[15], we can calculate the weight 

matrix 𝛩𝑗
𝑖  of each member in the original group, and 

measure the degree of density between the new member 

𝛩𝑛𝑒𝑤
𝑖  and each original member through the Euclidean 

distance. 
2

2 i i

ij new j =  −  (5) 

We show in Figure 8 the dense relationship between a 

"new" volunteer and each group (individuals). We still 

select the characteristic data of the 5 subjects and their 

groups in Figure 2, and it happens that the 5 subjects are 

distributed in 3 groups. It can be seen from Figure 8 that 

for a novice ski volunteer, its spatial trajectory model is 

closest to the low-level group model, and there is a small 

Euclidean distance with the weight matrix of each body 

in the group; On the contrary, there is a large gap 

between the individual and the medium and high levels. 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have shown that characteristic behavior can be 

effectively used to extract the main features of the human 

body space trajectory during indoor skiing, to reproduce 

ski trajectories, predict subsequent behaviors, segment 

skiing levels, infer group affiliation, and estimate the 

density of individual individuals. This work is of great 

significance for analyzing the skiing process from the 

perspective of video, and it also provides a data basis for 

skiing training. 

The main characteristic behavior of individual athletes is 

very useful in analyzing the spatial trajectory of skiing: a 

single spatial clustering is difficult to dig out the 

characteristics of each person, and the high-dimensional 

characteristics of the human body posture make it 

difficult to directly perform calculation and analysis. We 

use the behavior space composed of the main 

characteristic behaviors to achieve good results in 

reconstructing the spatial trajectory and predicting the 

spatial trajectory. At the same time, with the help of these 

main characteristic behaviors, we evaluated the level of 

the individual. We found that the main characteristics of 

skiers of the same level tend to gather in the same area of 

the behavior space. Using this feature, we can dig out 

group characteristics well and help us judge the degree of 

belonging between individuals and groups. In addition, 

we use the weight matrix generated by the group 

characteristics to help us judge the degree of closeness 

between the new individual and the individual in the 

specified group. 

For analyzing the spatial trajectory of indoor skiing, our 

work has a certain usability. With the rich horizontal 

Fig. 8  the degree of closeness between individuals and individuals 

in the group. 

 
Fig. 7  spatial distribution of athlete groups. 
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behavior data and the enrichment of the test set, we hope 

that this technology will be more widely used in the 

analysis of the movement pattern of a variety of sports. In 

the next work, we will pay more attention to the 

relationship between the main characteristics of the ski 

trajectory and the various joints. In the previous section, 

we have a simple description of this part. We hope to dig 

out the movement mode of each joint in the further 

feature analysis, which has a great effect on guiding 

skiing movements and can help athletes obtain better 

training effects. 
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